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To paraphrase Blaise Pascal, if I had more time I would have written a 

shorter report.  In deference to those who do not share my enthusiasm for 

energy minutia, I will include an “Executive Summary” that covers the 

pertinent, broad stroke findings during this site visit.  For those seeking more 

detail, a comprehensive narrative will follow with source material and 

calculations located in an appendix. 

Executive Summary 
The purpose of this visit was to demonstrate the energy reduction strategy 

outlined the Power Point presentation dated Monday, July 22, 2014 (posted 

on basecamp energy initiative site).  We decided to use Smith Hall as a test 

case to demonstrate load reduction measures with the following actions: 
1.  Establish a base case or starting condition before acting by starting a real-

time trend log of key variables (Building cooling load, building heating load, 

building electrical use, etc.) 

2.  Turn off hot water (reheat) secondary pump and supply valve serving the 

building to ensure no re-heat hot water was available in the building. 

3.  Lower the minimum rate of air delivered into the building spaces from 

33% of maximum to 5% of max. 

4.  Re-set the space temperature from 71deg. F to 74 deg. F. 

     (See appendix for table of actions) 

Results of actions: 

 A reduction of building cooling load from 55 tons to 35 tons  

 A 22% reduction in building electrical power (19.9 kW or      

$3,831/yr.) 

   The chiller electrical load in the CUP was reduced by12 kW or 

$2,340/yr. 

   No apparent change in level of service to occupants (the thermal 

mass of the building stores a lot of cooling energy and takes a while to react) 
 

Measuring building performance is a dynamic process and a cold front 

passed through as we were assessing the comfort conditions in the building.  

This changed the loads and prompted the outside air economizer controls to 

open the outside air dampers and speed up the fan motor.  The savings we 

measured are real and could apply to other buildings on campus.  It should 

also be noted that the savings would vary with weather and building 

population cycles.   
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Narrative of Findings 

A review of the construction documents indicate the designers estimated the peak 

cooling load for the Smith Hall Building to be 375 tons (213 square feet per ton).  In 

much warmer climes, the peak-cooling load for a building of this use should be 

about 500 to 600 square feet per ton or 160 tons total.  This over sizing of cooling 

equipment results in inefficient operation and difficult temperature control as each 

component of the cooling system is operating outside its optimum designed control 

range.  

  

This condition complicates control of comfort conditions inside the spaces.  For 

instance, in Smith Hall, the minimum air circulation rate was set to 33% of maximum 

designed circulation rate based on an over stated 375 ton load requiring 96,000 cfm 

of air circulation from two air handling units.  Although the air handler fan motors 

are variable speed, even at minimum speed, too much air is delivered to meet the 

cooling loads of the spaces. 

 

After establishing a base case or starting condition, our first task was to re-set the 

min. air circulation rate for each of the 125 variable volume air (VAV) boxes serving 

each zone.  Don at the CUP building using the control system completed this action.  

During and after this action, the Demand Controlled Ventilation system (DCV) 

automatically started slowing down the air handler fans dropping the main duct 

static pressure from 0.49 and 0.89 inches of water column respectively to 0.24”.  

Since the energy required moving air varies with the cube root of fan speed, this 

reduced AHU-2 supply fan power from a rated design of 58.5 kW to only 5.78 kW. 

 

The Demand Controlled Ventilation (DCV) control logic uses CO2 sensors in the 

occupied spaces to sense CO2 levels as an indicator of indoor air quality.  The set 

point for CO2 concentration is 1,000 ppm.  The DCV system varies outside air 

supplied to the building as well as circulation rate to meet the set point and keep 

the CO2 concentration in the spaces below 1000 ppm.  The CO2 concentration 
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during this exercise varied from 432 to 480 parts per million (very few people in the 

bldg.).  

 

It is generally thought by the staff at the CUP that in order to control humidity 

inside the buildings, re-heat energy from the boilers is required.  That premise is not 

correct as most buildings throughout the country operate without hot water or 

other outside re-heat energy sources.  Our observation is that hot water re-heat is 

used in Smith Hall to control space temperature during low load conditions (most of 

the time).  This addition of (re) heat is, in effect, cooling load for the air handler, 

chillers, pumps etc. and is unnecessary parasitic load.  Our next task was to eliminate 

this load by valving off the hot water re-heat to the building and shutting down the 

secondary hot water pump in the building.  The combined actions of lowering fan 

speeds and eliminating  hot water re-heat caused the cooling load of the building 

to reduce from 55 tons to 35 tons or 20 tons cooling savings, resulting in a 19.9 kW 

reduction in building power (22% reduction). 

 

The buildings at Xavier University are generally over cooled with thermostat set 

points of 71 degrees F.  Most of the occupants of the buildings we spoke with 

complained of being cold and as someone acclimated to Texas temperatures, I 

agree.  When we asked why the set point was so low, we were told that people in 

high places had complained about being too hot and the set point was lowered to 

insure their comfort.  As a rule of thumb, in cooling mode, for every degree you 

reduce the space temperature, you increase HVAC energy consumption by 1%.  Our 

next step was to raise the Smith Hall thermostat set points from 71F to 74F.  The 

building thermal mass changes very slowly so we observed little change in indoor 

temperatures during our demonstration.  

 

The real issue is Occupant Comfort and we can insure that comfort by complying 

with the ASHRAE 55’s “acceptable operative temperature” standard shown below.  
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Once again, from ASHRAE Standard 55: 
There are six primary factors that must be addressed when defining conditions for 
thermal comfort. A number of other, secondary factors affect comfort in some  
circumstances. The six primary factors are listed below. Complete descriptions of these 
factors are presented in Section 5.4 and Appendices A and B.  
 
I.   Metabolic rate   3.   Air temperature   5.   Airspeed 
 
2.   Clothing insulation   4.   Radiant temperature  6.  Humidity 
 
We can see from the chart above that indoor comfort is related to the average outdoor 
temperature and the human factors listed.  With the set point of 71.5 F, the average 
outdoor temperature would need to be 68 F to be in the 95% comfort range.  The 
summer thermostat set point would need to be at least 75.2 F to reach the lower 95% 
comfort range shown in the chart.  So our set point change to 74F was very 
conservative in lieu of the indoor air temperature comfort chart.  I recommend all the 
buildings on campus temperature set points be increased to at least to 74-76F in the 
summer and change to 71.5 - 68 F in the winter, reducing energy consumption while 
maintaining occupant comfort.   
 
I got the impression from statements during the demonstration process that there is a 
perception that lowering the space temperature will lower the relative humidity and that 
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is not necessarily true.  Maintaining a relative humidity of 50-55% relative humidity only 
requires an off coil temperature of 55F and the system can rely on the stratified return 
air temperature above the occupants of about 78F to mix with the supply air discharged 
from the registers to re-heat the air before reaching the occupants of the room.   
 
What we have done during our demonstration is to eliminate the need for external re-
heat by reducing the volume of airflow, and maintaining a 55F off coil temperature 
thereby reducing the cooling capacity in the space.  
 
The psychometrics of the process can be tracked with the aid of a psychometric chart.  
Find the starting off coil temperature (55F) on the saturated temperature curved line on 
top of the chart and follow that line horizontally to the space temperature line along the 
bottom (horizontal) scale.  Where those lines intersect is the resultant relative humidity, 
in this example, 50% RH.  The heating of the saturated, 55F supply air is accomplished 
by mixing the air from the register with the (stratified) warm air over the occupants.  
(See psychometric chart below).  Zoom in if you have trouble seeing the trace. 
 

 
The important thing to understand is that for the process to work we need a cooling load 
(heat = people + envelope load) in the space.  When the space is sub cooled, with very 
little internal load, the return air temperature is almost the same as the supply air 
temperature and no re-heat is available so we get cold, humid air in the space.  We can 
avoid this condition by matching the HVAC equipment to the load being served (slow 
down, turn off).   
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The good news is that the newer buildings have all the controls and sensors needed to 
make these adjustments and the reduction in volume, speeds and supply temperature is 
automatic.  When a hot or cold call is received the first reaction should not be to change 
the set points but to investigate to determine which sensor or component is not 
operating properly. 
 
Conclusions 
The demonstration at Smith Hall proved that there are many energy saving 
opportunities on the Xavier University campus that can add up to large site savings.  
Mining these savings will require a level of monitoring and archiving of data that is not 
currently being done but can be done easily with the existing “state of the art” Semen’s 
control system and sensors.  Data has value and we should trend all key variables that 
effect energy use as well as data defining outside weather conditions (putting the data 
in context with factors outside our control), and possibly building population.  By 
analyzing this time series data set we can compare actual performance of systems to a 
benchmark of best practice performance measured elsewhere and identify opportunities 
prioritized for “cost of savings” or return on investment (ROI).   
 
Our strategy has been to: 

1. Reduce loads first 
a. Eliminate parasitic cooling loads 
b. Stop over ventilating and let the DCV system do its job automatically 
c. Eliminate terminal re-heat 

2. Match equipment to loads being served 
a. Exploit over design of air side equipment’s large face area coils 
b. Right size pumps and other equipment 
c. Apply VFDs to every variable load (chilled water pumps, condenser water 

pumps, dim lights adjacent to window walls to utilize daylight to 
supplement electric lighting 

3. Replace or fine tune equipment for best efficiency in meeting loads 
 
Recommendations  
The following steps can resolve the site wide over pumping of chilled and hot water: 

1. Resize all secondary pumps to supply must less pressure (Total Dynamic Head).  
They are currently sized to deliver 110’ tdh while the buildings only need about 
20’ – 40’ tdh.  This will result in dramatic reduction in pump power and eliminate 
over pressuring return headers.  (Closer buildings starving water from more 
remote buildings. 

2. Install piping by pass around each secondary pump system so during low load 
conditions, the system can act as primary only pumping. 

3. Follow through on plans to purchase and install VFDs on primary pumps in the 
CUP. 

4. Change the cooling tower fan logic to use a variable condenser water 
temperature set point based on approach temperature and wet bulb temperature. 
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5. It has been said, “you get what you measure”, and if we aspire to increase 
efficiency, we need to measure and monitor efficiency metrics such as kW/ton 
(heating and cooling).  I suggest we create new screens on the control system 
and possibly on the university web info site or kiosk that display real-time: 

a. Watts per square foot in each building 
b. Square foot per ton (heating and cooling) 
c. CUP kW/ton for chiller, pumps, cooling towers (see example in Appendix) 
d. AHU kW/ton (supply fans, return fans) 
e. Cooling degree days, Heating degree days (updated each month) 

 
These screens should trend all the metrics at 15-minute intervals and automatically 
archive the data to disk for later analysis.  
 

6. Systematically tune up each building on site starting with the new ones closest to 
the CUP doing much the same as done at Smith Hall. 

7. Upgrade the equipment and controls in the older buildings, fixing old problems 
and right sizing equipment matched with the known loads. 

 
Summary 
I think everyone understands that meeting the sustainability goals of 2016 and 2030 will 
require a change in how the university consumes resources, especially energy 
resources.  All change comes with risk and that risk can be managed with careful, smart 
and timely action.  This trip I was introduced to a concept called “Innovation 
Engineering” and heard the mantra, “fail quick, fail cheap”.  We all need “permission to 
fail” from our managers and bosses if we are going to innovate and find ways to make 
better, more efficient use of our energy resources while maintaining the same or better 
level of service to everyone on campus. 
 
Happily, saving energy using the energy efficiency strategy described above involves 
very little risk.  It is reassuring to know this strategy has worked well elsewhere.  All 
actions have consequences, as does inaction, the trick is to choose a path that will 
result in the desired set of consequences.       
 
 
 

-end-  
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Appendix 
 

 

Sequence of Action Taken 
  

 
Column1 Column2 Column3 Column4 

# Action Trend Log Data Desired Result Comments 

1 
Establish starting 

conditions 
OAT, %RH,CO2,Bldg. 

kW "Before/After" 
This will verify and build confidence in 
results 

    btu/hr (tons cooling), Documentation   

    Date/time     

2 
Reset VAV min airflow 
from 33%   

Reduce air volume to 
space 

This allows DCV to work to close OA 
damper and slow fan 

  of max to 5%   
Limit source moisture 
to bldg.   

          

3 
Change thermostat set-
points to 74F IA temp Allow RA temp to rise RA should be about 78F at ceiling level 

          

           

4 
Verify DCV controls are 
working VFD % max speed Lower fan speeds 

Lower Static Pressure in main duct, less 
% OA damper 

          

          

5 
Close reheat hot water 
valve to bldg. Heating btu/hr 

Eliminate external 
reheat at VAV boxes Parasitic cooling  load reduction 

          

          

6 
Identify and resolve 
any issues with   

Discover bad sensors 
or control logic 

Remember occupant comfort is why we 
are here 

  
comfort conditions in 
occupied spaces       

          

7 
Analyze trend logs to 
confirm       

  
desired results 
achieved and        

  quantify energy savings       
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Appendix 

      
  Cup Cooling System Efficiency    

     8/13/14     
       Efficiency  Operating 
 Equipment Load kW  kW/ton Cost/hour 
 Chiller 885 404 0.456 $26.26 
 Chilled Water Pump 885 70.8 0.08 $4.60 
 Condenser Water Pump 885 53.1 0.06 $3.45 
 Cooling Tower 885 106.2 0.12 $6.90 
 AHU's 2@ Smith Hall 90 47.4 0.58 $3.38 
 System Total 885 682 1.294 $74.45 
           
 

      Note: 
     This is a snapshot of total system efficiency after the Smith Hall demo. 

 The surprising thing is the AHU's in Smith are using more power (kW) per ton than 
 the 2000 ton chiller operating at 885 tons.  This means the AHU's are an order 
 of magnitude higher in energy use than we would expect. 

  

      The CUP system efficiency is relatively good at 0.716 kW/ton and could be better 
 after installing VFD on the condenser water pump and chilled water pump.  Lowering 

the condenser water flow through the cooling towers will lower tower fan kW further. 
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Appendix 
Resizing Secondary Pump Calculations

 

Resizing the chilled water secondary pump(s) in Smith Hall can save three quarters of the 

energy the pump uses for a projected annual savings of $3,842 per year.  It is not clear why 

the original pumps were sized for such a high head loss (pressure loss) across the piping 

system as the AHUs have only a 6’ head loss across the coils, add another 6’ for control 

valves and allow a generous 28’ of head loss for the piping, fittings and other valves, that 

still only leaves 40’ Total Dynamic Head requirement vs. the 110 TDH specified.  Changing 

the 28 horsepower pumps for 6 horsepower pumps will save energy and make life easier 

for the automatic valves operating at lower pressures and reduce the parasitic cooling load 

caused by over pumping (If a pump is 84% efficient, that 16% loss is ultimately expressed 

as heat, most of which ends up in the chilled water).  These pumps are fitted with VFDs and 

can ramp down to about 25% of rated speed but even that speed provides more pressure 

that is needed to serve the building. 

Using the Air and Water Transport Factor Formulas 

It is useful the think of equipment and building performance in terms of energy consumed 

divided by work accomplished  (kW/Ton).   The air and water transport formulas can be 

used to find the theoretical power required moving a given amount of water or air in any 

system.  This is an indicator of “right sizing” the pumps, and AHUs.  It also allows us to 

establish and monitor metrics for efficiency.  See below. 

Air Transport Factor 

kW = Flow rate (cfm) X Delta P (“ of water column) X .746 

6356 X %motor eff. X %Fan eff. 

Water Transport Factor 

kW = Flow (gpm) X Delta P (feet of water) X.746 Hint:  1 psi = 2.3067 feet of water 

3960 X Motor eff. (%) X Pump eff. (%) 
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Trend log of CO2 concentration 

8/13/2014                            Xavier                             03:19 PM 

                         Panel Trend Data Detail Report 

  

Selection:  WCB.AHU2.RM252.CTLR:CO2 

  

  Date     Time    Value          Status    Priority 

 

Point Name:         WCB.AHU2.RM252.CTLR:CO2 

Trend Location (Local): WCB.AHU2.PXCM_9902 

Trend Every:        15 minutes 

Date Range:         8/12/2014 15:19:16 - 8/13/2014 15:19:16 

Report Timings:     All Hours 

8/12/2014 15:30:00  456.000000     [] 

8/12/2014 15:45:00  456.000000     [] 

8/12/2014 16:00:00  456.000000     [] 

8/12/2014 16:15:00  464.000000     [] 

8/12/2014 16:30:00  464.000000     [] 

8/12/2014 16:45:00  464.000000     [] 

8/12/2014 17:00:00  464.000000     [] 

8/12/2014 17:15:00  464.000000     [] 

8/12/2014 17:30:00  480.000000     [] 

8/12/2014 17:45:00  536.000000     [] 
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8/12/2014 18:00:00  624.000000     [] 
 

8/12/2014 18:15:00  712.000000     [] 

8/12/2014 18:30:00  744.000000     [] 

8/12/2014 18:45:00  704.000000     [] 

8/12/2014 19:00:00  704.000000     [] 

8/12/2014 19:15:00  720.000000     [] 

8/12/2014 19:30:00  696.000000     [] 

8/12/2014 19:45:00  688.000000     [] 

8/12/2014 20:00:00  664.000000     [] 

8/12/2014 20:15:00  584.000000     [] 

8/12/2014 20:30:00  536.000000     [] 

8/12/2014 20:45:00  536.000000     [] 

8/12/2014 21:00:00  512.000000     [] 

8/12/2014 21:15:00  520.000000     [] 

8/12/2014 21:30:00  496.000000     [] 

8/12/2014 21:45:00  504.000000     [] 

8/12/2014 22:00:00  496.000000     [] 

8/12/2014 22:15:00  504.000000     [] 

8/12/2014 22:30:00  504.000000     [] 

8/12/2014 22:45:04  480.000000     [] 

8/12/2014 23:00:00  464.000000     [] 

8/12/2014 23:15:00  480.000000     [] 

8/12/2014 23:30:00  472.000000     [] 

8/12/2014 23:45:00  456.000000     [] 
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8/13/2014 00:00:01  464.000000     [] 

8/13/2014 00:15:00  456.000000     [] 

8/13/2014 00:30:00  456.000000     [] 

8/13/2014 00:45:00  448.000000     [] 

8/13/2014 01:00:00  440.000000     [] 

8/13/2014 01:15:00  440.000000     [] 

8/13/2014 01:30:00  456.000000     [] 

8/13/2014 01:45:00  456.000000     [] 

8/13/2014 02:00:00  456.000000     [] 

8/13/2014 02:15:00  440.000000     [] 

8/13/2014 02:30:00  432.000000     [] 

8/13/2014 02:35:03  Time Changed by -1 seconds 

8/13/2014 02:44:58  440.000000     [] 

8/13/2014 02:45:00  440.000000     [] 

8/13/2014 03:00:00  432.000000     [] 

8/13/2014 03:15:00  432.000000     [] 

8/13/2014 03:30:00  424.000000     [] 

8/13/2014 03:45:00  432.000000     [] 

8/13/2014 04:00:00  432.000000     [] 

8/13/2014 04:15:00  432.000000     [] 

8/13/2014 04:30:00  432.000000     [] 

8/13/2014 04:45:00  432.000000     [] 

8/13/2014 05:00:00  440.000000     [] 

8/13/2014 05:15:00  432.000000     [] 

8/13/2014 05:30:00  432.000000     [] 
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8/13/2014 05:45:00  432.000000     [] 

8/13/2014 06:00:00  432.000000     [] 

8/13/2014 06:15:00  424.000000     [] 

8/13/2014 06:30:00  432.000000     [] 

8/13/2014 06:45:00  432.000000     [] 

8/13/2014 07:00:00  432.000000     [] 

8/13/2014 07:15:00  432.000000     [] 

8/13/2014 07:30:00  440.000000     [] 

8/13/2014 07:45:00  432.000000     [] 

8/13/2014 08:00:00  432.000000     [] 

8/13/2014 08:15:00  432.000000     [] 

8/13/2014 08:30:00  432.000000     [] 

8/13/2014 08:45:01  440.000000     [] 

8/13/2014 09:00:00  440.000000     [] 

8/13/2014 09:15:00  456.000000     [] 

8/13/2014 09:30:00  432.000000     [] 

8/13/2014 09:45:00  440.000000     [] 

8/13/2014 10:00:00  432.000000     [] 

8/13/2014 10:15:00  440.000000     [] 

8/13/2014 10:30:00  448.000000     [] 

8/13/2014 10:45:00  456.000000     [] 

8/13/2014 11:00:00  472.000000     [] 

8/13/2014 11:15:00  472.000000     [] 

8/13/2014 11:30:00  464.000000     [] 

8/13/2014 11:45:00  496.000000     [] 
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8/13/2014 12:00:00  504.000000     [] 

8/13/2014 12:15:00  496.000000     [] 

8/13/2014 12:30:00  504.000000     [] 

8/13/2014 12:45:00  496.000000     [] 

8/13/2014 13:00:00  480.000000     [] 

8/13/2014 13:15:00  480.000000     [] 

8/13/2014 13:30:00  472.000000     [] 

8/13/2014 13:45:00  472.000000     [] 

8/13/2014 14:00:00  472.000000     [] 

8/13/2014 14:15:00  472.000000     [] 

8/13/2014 14:30:00  480.000000     [] 

8/13/2014 14:45:00  472.000000     [] 

8/13/2014 15:00:00  480.000000     [] 

8/13/2014 15:15:00  480.000000     [] 

 

******************************************************************************** 

******************************** End of Report ********************************* 

 


